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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) plays a rapidly increasing role in clinical care.Many of these systems, for instance,
deep learning-based applications using multilayered Artificial Neural Nets, exhibit epistemic opacity in the
sense that they preclude comprehensive human understanding. In consequence, voices from industry,
policymakers, and research have suggested trust as an attitude for engaging with clinical AI systems. Yet, in
the philosophical and ethical literature on medical AI, the notion of trust remains fiercely debated. Trust
skeptics hold that talking about trust in nonhuman agents constitutes a category error and worry about the
concept beingmisused for ethics washing. Proponents of trust have responded to these worries from various
angles, disentangling different concepts and aspects of trust in AI, potentially organized in layers or
dimensions. Given the substantial disagreements across these accounts of trust and the important worries
about ethics washing, we embrace a diverging strategy here. Instead of aiming for a positive definition of the
elements and nature of trust in AI, we proceed ex negativo, that is we look at cases where trust or distrust are
misplaced. Comparing these instances with trust expedited in doctor–patient relationships, we systematize
these instances and propose a taxonomy of both misplaced trust and distrust. By inverting the perspective
and focusing on negative examples, we develop an account that provides useful ethical constraints for
decisions in clinical as well as regulatory contexts and that highlights how we should not engage with
medical AI.
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Trust in Medical Artificial Intelligence

Trust is fundamental to human interactions. It helps us efficiently navigate complex social situations and
offers a strategy to act under uncertainty. But are we justified to trust machines, let alone opaque
machines used in medicine? In light of recent advancements in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and
the increasing integration of AI systems into clinical practice and medical technology, the question of
their trustworthiness seems more pressing than ever. Accordingly, the past years have seen a vast
expansion of the ethical literature scrutinizing medical AI, and the notions of trust and trustworthiness
often feature prominently in these discussions. Attention to the topic of trust was further fuelled by the
EU Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on AI, whose 2019 Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI
provided an important cue for academic debate.

Despite the large corpora of academic research on the subject, there remain fundamental disagree-
ments on the nature of trust.1,2 To some extent, this seems little surprising given the many diverging
accounts of trust theory developed for different contexts by sociologists, (moral) philosophers, neuro-
scientists, and psychologists working on the topic.3,4,5,6 Yet, since the bioethical debate about medical AI
strives not only for improvements in theory but should also provide practical guidance to healthcare
professionals, developers, and regulatory bodies, this state of affairs seems unsatisfactory.
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In this article, we, therefore, address the issue from the opposite direction focusing on the negative,
that is, on misplaced trust and distrust. In doing so, we refrain from proposing a comprehensive, novel
account of trust that covers the many different facets of a complex phenomenon but offers a limiting
framework that serves to highlight how we should not engage with medical AI. Our article proceeds in
four steps.We commence with a brief overview of the existing literature and some of themost prominent
positions in the field, which allows us to arrive at a working definition of trust for the purpose of this
article. In a second step, we advance two distinctions that are crucial to our argument, namely a semantic
and conceptual clarification of trust and trustworthiness as well as the distinction between internal and
external trustworthiness, loosely based on the work of Jacovi et al.7 In a third step, we then discuss and
systematize ways where trust or mistrust are misplaced, resulting from a mismatch between trusting
actions and the AI’s trustworthiness, highlighting each instance with a practical example. We conclude
our article with an outlook on how focusing onmisplaced trust can guide action, advance warranted trust
by focusing on an AI system’s components of trustworthiness, and how delineating shortfalls can help
addressing warranted concerns about ethics washing of AI.

We take it that this approach is commensurate with an understanding of medical ethics that does not
pretend to offer comprehensive, catch-all instructions on how one should act in every single instance but
instead aims to provide a general framework that leaves the peculiarities of the particular case to
individual discernment. Such a framework providing a mere outline can nevertheless guide action.
For as Aristotle put it in the Nicomachean Ethics, “the proper procedure is to begin by making a rough
sketch, and to fill it in afterwards. If a work has been well laid down in outline, to carry it on and complete
it in detail may be supposed to be within the capacity of anybody” (1098a).8

The Many Forms of Trust in AI

InMarch 2019, the EUCommission’s High-Level Expert Group onArtificial Intelligence published their
widely received Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI.9 These guidelines set out to formulate conditions
for lawful, ethical, and robust AI taken to be crucial for trustworthy AI systems.10 The recommended
conditions for ethical AI are structured around four principles: respect for human autonomy, prevention
of harm, fairness, and explicability. These four principles were, in turn, largely derived from the
AI4people framework,11 that synthesized 47 recommendations from six international regulatory sug-
gestions into five principles, representing the classical principles of bioethics, beneficence, nonmalefi-
cence, respect for autonomy, and justice,12 complementing them with an AI-specific principle of
explicability.13

Following the lead of the EU guidelines, trust has taken center stage in academic debates about the
ethics of AI. In particular, this is true for the case of medical AI, given that trust plays an undeniably vital
role in the medical domain, whether in private between patients and their healthcare providers,14 or in
public contexts with a view to trust in health care systems.15 Trust is therefore often ascribed a dual value
in the medical domain: an instrumental value, as it, for example, enables patients to openly share their
symptoms with their physicians, and an intrinsic value, reflecting for instance a physician’s fiduciary
obligations toward their patients.16

With a particular view onmedical AI, many authors strongly oppose the notion of trust though. They
argue that trust in medical AI is too anthropomorphist a notion that lends itself to ethics-washing, and
hold that it constitutes an error of categories to talk about trust outside of human–human interac-
tion.17,18,19 These concerns have been mirrored by others with particular focus on medicine, shedding
further light onto the specific risks involved in medical contexts and the often-complex interactions
between healthcare professionals, patients, and AI systems.20,21

On the other side of the debate are authors who stress aspects of the conceptually rich notion of trust
that are commensurate with an application to medical AI. Juan Durán and Karin Jongsma for instance
have defended trust in opaque medical AI based on “computational reliabilism”22 that rests on four
criteria, namely on verification and validationmethods, robustness analysis, the history of (un)successful
implementations, and expert knowledge. In a convincing reductive approach that draws on normative
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theories of trust,23,24 Philip Nickel has suggested a model that understands trust in medical AI as “giving
discretionary authority” to an AI, that is, to vest an AI with discretion to answer medically important
questions such as diagnosis or treatment decisions.25

Both approaches embrace a normative notion of trust that differs importantly from the kind of trust
that Andrea Ferrario, Michele Loi, and Eleonora Viagnò have called “simple trust,” which they describe
as a noncognitive willingness to rely on a specific agent.26,27 Going beyond this basic form of trust
modeled on reliance, the authors further describe additional ways of trusting that can be seen as
incremental layers: “reflective trust” goes beyond simple trust insofar as it only cedes control over a
decision after cognitively assessing the reliability of an agent to perform a specific task. Following this
model, “paradigmatic trust,” finally, brings together elements of simple and reflective trust since it
constitutes a disposition to rely on a specific agent without assessing grounds for this reliance further, but
only after such trust has been vindicated successfully through past experience in the form of reflective
trust.

It is apparent that these different forms of trust mirror substantive and long-standing disagreements
in trust theory more general. For instance, they draw on debates whether trust should be understood as
cognitive or noncognitive,28 whether it requires presupposing some form of goodwill on the side of the
trusted,29,30 or whether trust arises from a rational assessment that the trusted agent has encapsulated
your interest, that is, that they have an interest themselves to act as expected by the trusting party.31,32

It would be surprising if these disagreements were to be settled on the grounds of AI ethics. We,
therefore, believe that our approach to start with examples of failed trust and distrust can contribute to
advancing the debate. However, before we can turn to the question why and when trust fails, we briefly
need to address the property that justifies warranted trust, namely trustworthiness.

Trust and Trustworthiness

As we have shown in the previous sections, there are many forms and models of trust. In the following,
we will adhere to a rathermodest, yet normatively substantial understanding of trust in line with Nickel’s
account.33 Following the standard account of trust as a tripartite notion of the form that X trusts Y with
regard to Z,34,35 we take trust inmedical AI to be a disposition by anAI user to provide an AI systemwith
discretionary power with view to a medically relevant task, based on a cognitive assessment of said
system.With view to ethical deliberation, one, therefore, needs to examine the properties of anAI system
that render trust justified. For if trust is to be ethically meaningful, it needs to be bound to certain
conditions of trustworthiness.

Similar to the many models of trust, one can also discern between many different aspects of
trustworthiness and systematize them in different ways. The principles of the EU guidelines for
trustworthy AI or the proposed criteria of computational reliabilism by Durán and Formanek can be
seen as attempts to grasp trustworthiness.36 Similarly, drawing on the Daniel Dennett’s model of three
stances, Starke et al.37 have recently suggested a dimensional model that can help disentangle different
aspects of trustworthiness with view to reliability, competence, and intentions. In the context of medical
AI, these aspects help scrutinize a system asking whether it works under the specified conditions, how
well it performs in a particular task, and whether the “intentions” of the system, as imbued in it by the
developers, are compatible with the intentions of the AI user.

A further, complementary distinction of trustworthiness can be derived from themodel of trust in AI
that has been developed by Alon Jacovi et al.38 While the authors do not specifically focus on medicine,
they still provide a helpful distinction between two different ways of bringing about trust inAI, namely an
intrinsic and an extrinsic way. Their account seems related to a distinction Mark Coeckelbergh has
proposed in the context of robotics, between direct and indirect trust,39 and can be made fruitful to
understand how fulfilling requirements of trustworthiness can foster warranted trust.40 Reformulating
the considerations of Jacovi et al. with a view to trustworthiness allows to sort out our ensuing discussion
of warranted and unwarranted trust with view to intrinsic and extrinsic factors (see Figure 1).
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On the one hand, trustworthiness can rely on internal factors, especially when the reasoning process
of theMLmodel is explainable, whether ex-ante or ex-post, and aligns with human reasoning.41 If indeed
a model can increase its trustworthiness through alignment with human reasoning, as seems plausible
following recent simulation-based surveys,42,43 a model’s perceived internal trustworthiness may not
only be fostered by technical explainability but could also be supported by approaches that focus on
understanding.44 Internal trustworthiness is therefore not merely dependent on full disclosure but
presupposes successful communication.45 Such focus on communication in turn can help avoid dangers
of using explainability as a cover for poorly trainedmodels or as ameans tomask unethical decisions of a
biased AI system.46,47

On the other hand, extrinsic trustworthiness relies on observations not of the inner workings of an
opaque algorithm, but of its behavior in a specific context.48 Assuming that the black-box nature of the
model cannot be circumvented, this type of trustworthiness is supported by methodological rigor in
the evaluation process, and by proper regulation. In the same vein, scrutinizing a clinical AI system’s
fairness primarily with view to its outcome in different protected groups would foster such external
trustworthiness.49

Both intrinsic and extrinsic trustworthiness contribute to justified trust. But what about instances
where the trustor is aware that the trustee does not fulfill criteria of trustworthiness, that is, that they are
untrustworthy? Here, they would be justified to embrace a stance of distrust. Following Russell Hardin,
we understand distrust here not as a mere absence of trust but as a cognitive disposition that mirrors the
tripartite structure of trust in that X distrusts Y with regard to Z, based on an assessment of the trustee’s
untrustworthiness.50

Before we proceed, it should be noted that in light of these many different aspects of trustworthiness,
some authors have rightly admonished that trust should not be reduced to formulaic checklists.51 We
also do not intend to provide a comprehensive list here but will apply the distinctions raised above to
cases where trust and distrust are clearly not justified.

Misplacing Trust and Distrust in Medicine

As we have seen, highlighted for instance by the model of “simple trust” by Ferrario and colleagues,
trusting dispositions do not necessarily consider questions of trustworthiness on a cognitive level. Yet, if
we aim for an ethically justified form of trust, users of medical AI should only trust trustworthy systems
and deny trust to untrustworthy systems.52 At the same time, given the potentially high cost of
unwarranted distrust, for instance by foregoing an accurate diagnostic tool, AI users should only distrust
untrustworthy AI systems. Put differently, we should only trust the trustworthy and distrust the
untrustworthy and be able to support our trust with relevant and justifiable reasons.

Figure 1. Two kinds of AI trustworthiness.
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The reality of trust, however, is unfortunately more complicated and messier than the simple
exhortation to trust the trustworthy may indicate.53,54,55 The reason for that stems from the fact that it
is logically and factually possible for an agent to trust a trustworthy system (or other agent) based on
erroneous and/or ethically unjustified beliefs or motivations. Vice versa, it is equally possible to
distrust an untrustworthy system (or agent) for a wrong and/or unjustifiable reason. In epistemology,
the so-called “tripartite analysis of knowledge” asserts that three conditions are necessary and
sufficient to knowledge: truth, belief, and justification. While the tripartite analysis of knowledge
has been challenged by a landmark philosophical problem known as the Gettier problem,56 it
nonetheless offers valuable guidance on the necessary (albeit perhaps not sufficient) conditions to
knowledge.57 By applying such epistemological precepts to ethical analysis, we argue that it is equally
crucial from a normative point of view to discern whether human agents trust an AI system (or agent)
due to its external or internal trustworthiness, or whether they base their expenditure or withholding of
trust on some other, potentially erroneous or unjustified beliefs. In other words, we claim that there is,
ethically speaking, an unjustified way to trust the trustworthy just as there is an unjustified way to
distrust the untrustworthy. To support this claim, we suggest a taxonomy of trust and distrust in the
following (Figure 2), each of which can be related to different hypothetical case scenarios.

Our taxonomy highlights that there are more ways in which we can misplace trust or distrust than
there are correct ones. To highlight possible shortcomings, let us look at each of the eight scenarios
separately by comparing the case of hypothetical medical AIs with the case of trust placed in or denied to
a human agents.

To Trust or Not to Trust

Let us first consider the paradigmatic case of justified trust in the trustworthy before turning to three
logically possible ways of failed trust. Under ideal circumstances, a patient may trust their physician with
regard to a therapeutic recommendation, based on an evaluation of their education, their clinical

Figure 2. Taxonomy of misplaced trust and distrust. The lighter boxes with dark font denote a morally adequate placement of,
respectively, trust and distrust. In contrast, the darker boxes with white font denote misplaced forms of trust.
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experience, and minimal formal criteria such as their medical license. Analogously, a patient may also
trust a trustworthymedical AI with view to a recommendedmedication, based on an evaluation of the AI
according to what Duràn and Jongsma have proposed as computational reliabilism, that is, the system’s
past performance history, its proper validation, its robustness, and its alignment with expert knowl-
edge.58 Given that such assessment may lie beyond the practical possibilities of the trusting party, they
may also refer to a purely formal criteria such as approval by the FDA or EMA based on suitably shaped
randomized-controlled trials.59

However, with view to the very same physician or AI system, trust may also be expedited
erroneously. For instance, let us suppose that the patient trusts the ideal physician from the case
above with a therapeutic recommendation, but based merely on the fact that said physician is a remote
friend of their sister-in-law. In the case of the AI, one could easily envision a similar case, in which trust
is placed based on a trustworthy system to come up with a suggested medication, but that this
judgment is made not based on the trustworthiness of the system but merely on the convenience of
its use. The obvious question in both cases is, why would such trust be problematic? After all, the likely
result would be identical to the positive outcome of paradigmatic trust, and the patient would benefit
from a reasonable drug recommendation. The important divergence, we believe, lies therefore not in
its outcome but in the path to the trusting relationship. With a view to the individual case, the
beneficial outcome may obscure the difference but with view to the general approach toward the
trustworthiness of physicians or AI systems, the two cases differ fundamentally, as highlighted by
Berkeley’s formulation of rule-consequentialism: “The rule is framed with respect to the good of
mankind; but our practice must be always shaped immediately by the rule.”60 Similarly, approving
trust in cases where the outcome happens to be positive but without subjugating the trusted party to a
proper investigation of their trustworthiness seems highly problematic since without cognitive
scrutiny, such trusting behavior is likely to be extended to the untrustworthy, with potentially
devasting consequences.

As a third and fourth instance in our taxonomy, let us consider cases in which trust is expedited to
the untrustworthy. For the sake of the argument, let us suppose that a patient was to trust an
untrustworthy conspiracy theorist charlatan with an important medical question, such as a treatment
suggestion for their lung carcinoma. Again, there could be two ways in which this trust could be
motivated, a right one and a wrong one. In the first case, trust would ensue based on the fact that the
recommendation of the untrustworthy healthcare professional coincided, for once, with general
treatment suggestions from the European Society for Medical Oncology. In contrast, in the second,
worse case the patient would trust the dangerously wrong treatment recommendation of said charlatan
based on aggressive online advertisements. Similarly, one could envision parallel cases for AI, namely
an AI systemwhich provides an (intrinsically) trustworthy treatment recommendation for a particular
patient, aligning with human judgment, but does not fulfill evaluation standards of external trust-
worthiness and would be dangerous to trust for other patients. For instance, one may think of the
widely-used example of Watson for Oncology here, which suggested too aggressive treatments for
cancer patients.61 Here, the end-user may again expedite trust based on a good reason, in contrast to
cases where trust in the same, untrustworthy system would be brought about by an aggressive
marketing strategy from the developers.

As cases 3 and 4 highlights, there are important differences at stake here. In the latter case, the health
of the trusting patient may be endangered, whereas in the third case this may not happen immediately.
Nevertheless, also in the third scenario, it would clearly be a fallacy to trust the system. Strictly speaking, if
the end-user does indeed check all recommendations of the system against current guidelines, this
instance in itself would not fall under a discretionary definition of trust at all, which entails ceding power
of judgment to the AI system. However, one could very well envision that an end-user decides to trust the
system based on the one decision in line with current guidelines—which may gravely endanger their
physical well-being if the AI is in fact untrustworthy. So, in light of all these potential pitfalls, may it be
wiser to distrust medical AI systems in general?
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How (Not) to Distrust Medical AI

Unfortunately, distrusting correctly seems almost as difficult as trusting correctly. Following our
proposed taxonomy, let us consider the following instances, in which the trustworthy are erroneously
distrusted. Two ways stand out here. First, in the case of human interaction, one may envision a well-
trained, experienced, licensed physician. In certain instances, it may seem reasonable to distrust their
guidance, for instance, if their therapeutic recommendation in a particular case does not conform to
agreed guidelines. Analogously, a well-trained and—tested, approved AI system that can be considered
trustworthy in general may provide dangerous, outlying advice in a particular instance. While not
following the guidance in these cases may prove to be beneficial in this individual instance, it would
overall still prove to be disadvantageous to distrust said physician or system, and disregard their
suggestions altogether.

Distrusting the trustworthy may also be based on wrong judgments. The very same physician of the
previous example may, for example, be mistrusted based on the fact that the physician happens to be
Black, due to pervasive racist prejudices. In the same vein, a trustworthy AI system may be falsely
mistrusted due to an end user’s antisemitism who believes that the CEO of the tech company behind AI,
who happens to be Jewish, aims to subdue the entire world to a Jewish world conspiracy—neither of
which examples is as far-fetched as it should be.

The paradigmatic, justified scenario of distrust could be conceptualized as an instance in which a
patient distrusts a charlatan practitioner who promises to cure cancer, but the patient, being aware of the
charlatan’s lack of education and the stark deviation from professional treatment guidelines, Similarly, a
patient from an ethnic minority group would be justified to distrust an AI to provide an accurate
diagnosis because they are aware that the AI has been trained exclusively on data from different
populations and is therefore likely to provide misleading recommendations.

In contrast, a patientmay also erroneously distrust the same untrustworthy agents, whether human or
AI, based on unjustified reasons, for instance, because the untrustworthy health practitioner happens to
be Black and the patient is moved by racist assumptions, or the end-user may distrust an untrustworthy
AI to provide an accurate treatment recommendation based on the unfounded assumption that the CEO
of the company developing the AI is part of a secret maleficent cabal.

Again, there are important differences between these cases. For instance, if a trustworthy AI is falsely
distrusted, the gravest harm is likely to befall the overly suspicious trustor who needlessly foregoes a
potentially helpful tool for their medical care. In the case of the Black physician, however, not only does
the distrusting patient harm themselves but they also wrong the healthcare professional with racist
behavior.

Implications of Failed Trust and Distrust

There are at least reasons why we believe that a clear taxonomy of different kinds of failed trust and
distrustmatters. First, it can help stress that there aremany different ways in which trusting relationships
can go wrong, but that not all are equally problematic from a normative point of view. Trusting the
untrustworthy who happens to give good advice, for instance, seems dangerous with view to the general
rule but is unlikely to harm the trusting person in the particular case. Also, assuming that an AI system
cannot be harmed (yet), it helps stress differences between cases in which a falsely distrusted human
party would be wronged and where a distrusted AI would not.

Second, by focusing more directly on reasons why agents factually trust or distrust a system, our
approach can help build a stronger bridge between empirical literature from human–machine
interaction studies and psychology and the bioethical literature on trust. As we have discussed with
view to different models of explainability, it is far from clear that the ethically most trustworthy
model of an AI actually gains the strongest trust from humans.62 Instead, as Alam and Mueller have
shown in simulations, it is commonly the context and the way in which explanations are provided,
determining one aspect of an AI system’s trustworthiness, that shapes patient satisfaction, and
trust.63
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Third, by calling attention to the fact that the trust given to a system and its trustworthiness are not
necessarily linked, our account aims to shift the ethical debate back toward being centered around the
conditions of external and internal trustworthiness. Such refocusing in turnmay help counter themuch-
criticized tendencies of ethics washing in this context,64,65,66 by calling out past and future breaches of
trust.

Conclusion and Normative Implications

Our analysis showed that it is logically and factually possible for an agent to trust a trustworthy system
(or other agents) based on erroneous and/or ethically unjustified beliefs or motivations. Vice versa, it
showed that it is equally possible to distrust an untrustworthy system (or agent) for a wrong and/or
unjustifiable reason. This implies that, respectively, trusting the trustworthy and distrusting the
untrustworthy are not sufficient conditions for ensuring ethically justifiable trust relations between
humans and AI systems. We, therefore, argue that it is crucial from a normative-ethical point of view to
discern whether human agents trust an AI system (or another human agent) due to its external or
internal trustworthiness, or whether they base their attribution or withholding of trust on some
erroneous or unjustified beliefs. As our taxonomy highlights, there are more ways in which we can
misplace, respectively, trust or distrust than ways in which that placement of either trust or distrust is
epistemically and ethically justified.

This analysis has both conceptual and normative implications. From a conceptual perspective, it can
help elucidate cases where the placement of either trust or distrust in an AI system, albeit prima facie
reasonable, is actually unjustified. From a normative perspective, it can help decision-makers navigate
the complexity of trust dynamics in human–AI interaction and promote policies that prevent the
misplacement of trust in AI systems under conditions where such placement of trust is unwarranted (or,
vice versa, policies that prevent the misplacement of distrust under conditions where such skeptical
attitude is unwarranted). We call producers of AI ethics guidelines at all levels to incorporate these
considerations into their body of normative guidance.
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